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We consider cosmological evolution from the perspective of quantum information. We present a
quantum circuit model for the expansion of a comoving region of space, in which initially-unentangled
ancilla qubits become entangled as expansion proceeds. We apply this model to the comoving region
that now coincides with our Hubble volume, taking the number of entangled degrees of freedom in
this region to be proportional to the de Sitter entropy. The quantum circuit model is applicable
for at most 140 e-folds of inflationary and post-inflationary expansion: we argue that no geometric
description was possible before the time t1 when our comoving region was one Planck length across,
and contained one pair of entangled degrees of freedom. This approach could provide a framework
for modeling the initial state of inflationary perturbations.

INTRODUCTION

Predictions of inflationary cosmology [1–3] are generally derived in the framework of quantum fields evolving in
a classical background spacetime. While this approach has had empirical success, it raises an important conceptual
problem: degrees of freedom are represented as modes of fixed comoving wavelength, and as space expands, modes
with wavelengths less than the Planck length are stretched to be super-Planckian, and so become visible in a longwavelength effective description. One manifestation of this issue is the trans-Planckian problem (see e.g. [4–10]),
which asks whether newly-appearing modes are in a state other than the usual Bunch-Davies vacuum [11], and if so,
how this affects the predictions of inflation.
Our concern in this paper is with a deeper problem: not the quantum state of modes that are initially transPlanckian, but the very nature and existence of such modes. In the context of quantum field theory in curved
spacetime, where the dimensionality of Hilbert space is infinite, it is possible in principle to imagine a limitless store
of zero-energy modes initially frozen into their vacuum states, which become dynamical when their wavelengths grow
longer than the Planck length. But is this infinite supply of degrees of freedom physically meaningful? In this note
we confront this problem from the perspective of the emergence of spacetime from quantum entanglement [12–20].
We suggest that each finite-sized comoving region of space is described by a finite number of quantum degrees of
freedom, so the supply of new modes is not limitless. Concretely, we posit that a finite comoving region of space can
be described by a density matrix associated with a Hilbert space H of fixed, finite dimension D. A convenient, though
logically inessential, representation takes H to be the tensor product of n qubit degrees of freedom, so that D = 2n .
These degrees of freedom include both those describing space itself, and the modes of an emergent field theory on
wavelengths much larger than the Planck scale.
As a toy model for the evolution of a fixed comoving region C, we propose a simple quantum circuit. A quantum
circuit consists of a network of quantum gates, each of which performs a unitary transformation on the basic factors
of the Hilbert space of a quantum system, which we have taken to be qubits. This yields a convenient representation
of the evolution of the system. At any time t, we can divide the n degrees of freedom in H into a number ne (t) that
are entangled with each other (and whose entanglements are responsible for the spacetime structure), and a number
nu (t) that are not entangled with anything:
n = ne (t) + nu (t) .

(1)

The unentangled degrees of freedom can be thought of as “ancilla” qubits. These are initially not entangled with each
other, nor with the degrees of freedom describing other regions. In our model, as space expands and the physical size
of C increases, no new degrees of freedom are brought into existence. Instead, more and more of the ancilla qubits
become entangled with those that are already part of the spacetime structure. The fundamental gate in our quantum
circuit entangles an ancilla qubit with the rest of the circuit; this is interpreted as a small amount of expansion. See
Fig. 1.
We will apply this picture to the history of our comoving patch, i.e. the comoving volume that now coincides with
our Hubble volume. For a Hubble volume in de Sitter space we argue that D ≈ eS , with S the de Sitter entropy, so

FIG. 1. A schematic for a cosmological quantum circuit. The ancillary qubits are initialized in |0i states, and the boxes are
unspecified unitary gates.

that n ≈ ne ≈ S/ ln 2. Our own comoving patch therefore contains n ≈ 10122 entangled degrees of freedom today. In
our past, when our comoving region was smaller, many of these degrees of freedom were not yet entangled.
This picture provides a candidate description of the quantum state of our comoving region at very early times. If
inflation lasted for just the minimal number of e-folds necessary to solve the horizon problem, then at the start of
inflation our comoving region was approximately a Hubble volume. However, if inflation lasted slightly longer than
this (as quantified below), then sufficiently early in inflation the diameter of our comoving region was the Planck
length `p . A semiclassical description of quantum fields in this region is problematic, because the wavelengths of such
modes are < `p . In most approaches to the trans-Planckian problem, the underlying spacetime is taken to be smooth,
and ambiguities associated to modes on this background are addressed by imposing a cutoff prescription.
In our picture, in contrast, even the notion of a classical metric ceases to make sense for a region of Planckian size:
we will argue that for such a small region, there is insufficient entanglement for a description in terms of a smooth
emergent spacetime to be valid. Correspondingly, we will find that the time evolution in our quantum circuit is trivial
before the time t1 , the “time of one e-bit”, when our comoving patch contained just one pair of entangled degrees of
freedom, and had size ≈ `p . Before this time, the space corresponding to our comoving patch had not yet emerged.
We will argue that the total number of e-folds of inflationary and post-inflationary expansion since the time t1 is
bounded,
Ntot ≤ 140 .

(2)

This implies an upper bound on the total number of e-folds of inflation between the time t1 and the time of reheating,
which is close to (but safely above) the number needed to provide a resolution to the horizon problem [1, 21–23].
(The upper bound (2) is related to other bounds that rely on the finite dimensionality of Hilbert space [24–28], as we
explain in the Discussion.)
One aim of this note is to initiate a new approach to the trans-Planckian problem. The time t1 entering the bound
(2) is the time when our comoving region was one Planck length across, and correspondingly when modes that are
horizon-sized today had Planckian wavelengths. Although our quantum circuit has trivial time evolution before this
point, it provides a simple quantum-mechanical model for the time shortly after t1 , when a geometric description
of our comoving region was not yet valid, but ancilla qubits were beginning to become entangled, as a precursor
to the emergence of a smooth geometry. One might therefore adapt our setup to examine the quantum state of
the curvature perturbations for t ≈ t1 . More broadly, our approach provides a speculative but relatively concrete
framework for answering certain questions about the very early history of our universe: what happened when our
region was Planckian in size? Does cosmological expansion proceed continuously or in quantized steps?
2

THE TRANS-PLANCKIAN PROBLEM

We will first briefly recall some well-known aspects of the trans-Planckian problem in inflationary cosmology (see
[10] for a review).
We consider a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe with metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2 d~x2 .

(3)

A comoving volume C is one that has fixed coordinates ~x over time, while a Hubble volume at a given time t is a ball
of physical radius H −1 (t), where H = ȧ/a. We write R(t) for the physical radius of C. The number of e-folds between
two times t1 and t2 > t1 , denoted N (t1 , t2 ), is defined as
eN (t1 ,t2 ) =

R(t2 )
.
R(t1 )

(4)

The region of primary interest is the comoving volume that coincides now with our Hubble volume, i.e. the region such
that R(t0 ) = H −1 (t0 ), with t0 the present time. We refer to this region as “our comoving patch” or “our comoving
volume”, and denote it by C H (t).
The trans-Planckian problem is a potential ambiguity that arises if the total amount of expansion that our comoving
patch experienced exceeds the minimum number of e-folds needed to solve the horizon problem. The underlying issue
is that semiclassical methods may not be valid for describing modes with wavelengths shorter than the Planck length
`p . In cosmologies with considerably more than 60 e-folds of inflation, some of the modes visible in the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) and Large Scale Structure had such sub-Planckian wavelengths at the beginning of
inflation [29]. To see this, recall that in an inflationary scenario involving just enough e-folds to solve the horizon
problem, the large-angle modes of the CMB exited the horizon at the very beginning of inflation. Because these modes
now have wavelengths of order H0−1 ≈ e140 `p , with H0 the present-day Hubble parameter, they were sub-Planckian
at the beginning of inflation if the total number Ntot of e-folds of inflationary and post-inflationary expansion exceeds
140. The critical number Ntot = 140 does not depend on the equation of state during or after inflation, nor on
the reheat temperature TRH . However, the division of Ntot into NI e-folds of inflationary expansion and NP efolds of post-inflationary expansion does depend on TRH . (For example, with Standard Model particle content and
TRH = 1015 GeV, the critical value of NI is 75.)
Thus, in cosmologies with
Ntot = 140 + ∆N

(5)

total e-folds of expansion between the beginning of inflation and the present, all modes of present wavelength ≤
H0−1 e∆N were sub-Planckian at the beginning of inflation. While it may be that such a cosmology can be described
semiclassically, with modes in the Bunch-Davies vacuum or in another well-behaved vacuum state, the trans-Planckian
question consists of taking seriously the issue of modes with sub-Planckian wavelengths.
Requiring that modes of current wavelength H0−1 had wavelengths longer than `p at the start of inflation is equivalent
to requiring that our comoving region, of current size H0−1 , had size greater than `p at the start of inflation. However,
in most reasoning about trans-Planckian issues, the physical origin of the ambiguity is the problem of specifying the
quantum state of modes with sub-Planckian wavelengths, not the problem of describing a comoving region of subPlanckian size. After all, in classical gravity a comoving region is just some chosen subset of a spacelike hypersurface,
and at the level of a classical, homogeneous FRW cosmology there is no obvious problem when the size of this subset
becomes sub-Planckian. Correspondingly, the trans-Planckian problem is usually understood as a question about the
initial state of currently-observable modes, rather than as a hard upper bound on the total amount of expansion in
our history. The condition Ntot ≤ 140 is then a bound only to the extent that one insists on making predictions for
the CMB without providing a description of modes of sub-Planckian wavelengths.
Here we will derive a superficially identical upper limit, Ntot ≤ 140, from rather different assumptions. Importantly,
in our treatment Ntot = 140 turns out to be a limit beyond which our description of the background, not just of the
inflationary perturbations, fails. Specifically, we will find that for Ntot > 140, a description of our comoving region as
emerging from entanglement is inapplicable at sufficiently early times. Thus, inflationary cosmologies with Ntot > 140
necessarily violate one or more of our assumptions, which we enumerate below. Although we believe these assumptions
are all plausible, any of them may reasonably be questioned. Our main point is to explore the consequences of assuming
their validity.
3

COUNTING ENTANGLED DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Our analysis rests on counting entangled degrees of freedom in de Sitter space, so we will first recall the relevant
definitions in a quantum-mechanical toy model without gravity. Consider N spins in some subsystem A, and N 0
spins in AC , the complement of A. (By specifying “spins” we imagine that the factorization of Hilbert space into
fundamental qubits is fixed, so that the amount of entanglement between any particular degrees of freedom is uniquely
defined.) The entanglement entropy of A across the bipartition is defined as SA = − Tr ρA ln ρA , where ρA is the
reduced density matrix of A. The number of entangled degrees of freedom in A, ne (A), is defined as the number of
qubits in the A subsystem that are nontrivially entangled with at least one other qubit, either inside or outside A.
For bipartite entanglement, the number of entangled degrees of freedom is (up to factor of 2) a quantity known as
the distillable entanglement. There are multipartite generalizations of this quantity as well, though computing them
becomes more challenging.
The amount of entanglement in A can also be expressed in terms of e-bits. An e-bit is a unit of entanglement that
corresponds to the entanglement entropy of one half of a Bell pair. The number of e-bits is equal to the total amount
of entanglement (in the form of Bell pairs or other fundamental units of multipartite entanglement, such as GHZ
or W states for tripartite information) that can be extracted from a quantum state through a theoretically optimal
distillation protocol. Said colloquially, the number of e-bits is the amount of entanglement inherent in a quantum
state. Because each degree of freedom can share at most one e-bit of entanglement with the entire remainder of the
system, the number of e-bits in the spins in A is bounded above by ne (A).
For a fixed tensor product decomposition of the Hilbert space into a set of qubits, the number of entangled degrees
of freedom is a well-defined property of a quantum state, whereas the entanglement entropy of a subregion depends
on how that subregion is defined [30]. For example, simply by considering a bipartition where all of the entangled
degrees of freedom reside on one side of a bipartition, one makes the entanglement across that bipartition zero, while
this choice has no effect on the number of entangled degrees of freedom in the state as a whole.
0
Suppose the Hilbert space of the spins in A + AC has dimension D = DA × DAC = 2N × 2N , with DA and DAC
the dimensions of the subspaces describing A and AC , respectively. Assume, without loss of generality, DA ≤ DAC .
We say that A is maximally entangled with AC if every spin in A is maximally entangled with one or more spins in
AC . In such a case the entanglement entropy of A across the bipartition is maximized, so that
SA = ln DA = ne (A) ln 2 = N ln 2 .

(6)

That is, in maximally entangled configurations, the number of entangled degrees of freedom determines the dimension
of the entangled subsector of the Hilbert space. (In the case where the joint A, AC system is a thermal system, the
entanglement entropy is nearly maximized and (6) is approximately satisfied.) More generally, however, ne can be
much greater than the entropy. Take, for example, the N -party GHZ state, where ne = N but S = 1.

FRAMEWORK AND ASSUMPTIONS

We now consider the number of entangled degrees of freedom in the context of cosmology. Our assumptions are as
follows:
i. The evolution of an approximately homogeneous comoving region of space can be described as that of a density
matrix associated with a factor of Hilbert space of fixed, finite dimension D.
ii. At any time t, to a given comoving region C there is associated a number ne (t) of entangled degrees of freedom
describing the spacetime (and matter) structure of C. There are also nu (t) = n − ne (t) unentangled degrees of
freedom, with n = log2 D, which play no role in the emergent semiclassical geometry or matter configuration.
p
iii. For a Hubble volume in de Sitter space with cosmological constant Λ and Hubble constant HΛ = Λ/3, the total
number of entangled degrees of freedom is approximately the de Sitter entropy,
ne (dS) ≈

SdS
,
ln 2

(7)

We assume that (7) holds to good approximation as long as the expansion is very close to de Sitter, as it is in
inflation and in the present epoch.
4

iv. The number of entangled degrees of freedom ne (t) in the comoving volume C H that now coincides with our Hubble
volume can never be less than one.
Let us briefly discuss the motivation for these assumptions.
The first assumption, that the quantum state of our comoving region of space is described by a fixed factor of
Hilbert space, is a well-justified approximation in a universe that is nearly homogeneous on large scales. In a general
curved spacetime, it would be hard to think of a given region of space as describing a fixed quantum system for all
times, as there is no preferred way to evolve it into the future. (Equivalently, there is no preferred timelike vector field
along which to associate a spatial region at one time with one at other times.) But the large-scale homogeneity of our
observed universe allows us to define comoving coordinates, and to use these to divide the universe into well-defined
regions. (There is now a preferred vector field, orthogonal to the hypersurfaces of homogeneity.) This is not to say
that our comoving patch evolves as a causally closed system; individual photons, for example, certainly enter and
leave such a region. But a photon entering our comoving patch does not represent a new degree of freedom; it is
described by previously unexcited degrees of freedom (the vacuum of the electromagnetic field) now becoming excited.
Information is entering our region, in other words, but not new qubits, much like a wave traveling through the ocean
is not made of a fixed set of water molecules. In our picture, the entangling of qubits causes space to expand, but
the qubits themselves were always part of the Hilbert space factor describing our observable patch, and were simply
unentangled initially. Unentangled “ancilla” qubits of this sort are commonplace in quantum circuits and tensor
networks, including in the description of emergent holographic spaces [31–38].
A crucial feature in our analysis is that the dimension D of the Hilbert space of our comoving region is finite. There
are well-known obstacles to imagining that regions of spacetime are described by finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces,
including the fact that the Lorentz group does not admit nontrivial finite-dimensional unitary representations. On
the other hand, there is suggestive evidence — for example, the Bekenstein/holographic bounds [39–41] — that in
quantum gravity the Hilbert space of a finite region is indeed finite, and for our purposes we will accept this as a
working assumption. Note also that reasoning about complementarity leads to similar conclusions [42], although our
work does not rely on the validity of complementarity.
The second assumption is inspired by the program of relating spacetime geometry to quantum entanglement (for
a review, see [43]). While geometry from entanglement was originally motivated from examples in AdS/CFT, more
general constructions of emergent spacetime are possible [20, 44], including tensor network descriptions in which the
entanglement of finitely many quantum degrees of freedom creates connectivity that reflects the geometry [33, 45]. It
has also been argued that MERA [32] can be interpreted as de Sitter space [36, 46, 47]. Entanglement is crucial for
such models of emergent space, where smoothness and connectedness of space usually corresponds to a large number
of degrees of freedom being entangled in an organized manner. In the case where there is little or no entanglement
among the quantum degrees of freedom associated with spatial regions, the spatial geometry becomes disconnected,
and in certain contexts a firewall can form.
The third assumption captures the idea that a horizon-sized patch of de Sitter space is an equilibrium system, with
a maximum entropy. The Gibbons-Hawking entropy of a Hubble volume is proportional to the area [48],
SdS =

π
AdS
= 2 2 ,
2
4`p
`p HΛ

(8)

and can be interpreted as the entanglement entropy across the horizon. The approximate equality (7) is then a
conjectured property motivated by the near-equilibrium character of an approximately de Sitter phase.
The final assumption, that ne (t) ≥ 1 for our comoving patch, is crucial to our argument. This assumption may be
less familiar and less plausible than the others, so let us explain the justification. The statement is that for t such
that ne (t) < 1, the degrees of freedom in our comoving patch were not entangled with anything. Because our region
of space literally is that collection of entangled qubits, there is a sense in which our space did not exist before t1 . Said
more carefully, our semiclassical region of space had not yet emerged at such early times: the factor of Hilbert space
that would eventually describe our comoving region did not contain even a single e-bit, and there was no geometric
interpretation of the degrees of freedom that we find around us today. Nonzero entanglement is necessary for smooth
spacetime.
The quantum circuit of Fig. 1 provides a useful perspective on assumption (iv). In this setting, time evolution
is described via the discretization of the Hamiltonian evolution into smaller unitaries in the form of quantum gates.
When no gates are being applied to the quantum degrees of freedom in the comoving patch, these degrees of freedom
are evolving trivially. However, it is always conceivable that space is infinite in extent, and that the total dimension of
Hilbert space (once we include regions outside our observable patch) is infinite. Our comoving patch is then a subset
of a larger circuit that allows other patches or observers to evolve further back in time, to times before t1 . As far as
5

the degrees of freedom in our comoving patch are concerned, the larger “super-circuit,” whose degrees of freedom are
detached from our own, has no effect whatsoever on our comoving patch, as long as no nontrivial gate acts on the
degrees of freedom in our comoving patch. This is indeed consistent with a crude model that uses MERA to model
the initial inflationary phase. After the last entangled degree of freedom of our comoving patch is disentangled from
the rest of the network, evolving time further backwards on the remaining circuit will not apply any more gates on
the qubits describing our region. If instead our comoving patch is not a part of a larger circuit, the initial state is
necessarily pure and there is no further time evolution backwards to times t < t1 .
UPPER BOUND ON TOTAL EXPANSION

We will now derive a bound on the amount of inflation that can be described in our quantum circuit model. Denote
by ne (C H , tI ) the number of entangled degrees of freedom at time tI in our comoving volume C H . We are interested
in finding the critical time t1 (“the time of one e-bit”) when this number barely exceeds 1,
ne (C H , t1 ) ≈ 1 .

(9)

We denote the physical size R(C H ) at t = t1 by R(t1 ).
Reasoning based on holography and black hole physics strongly suggests that R(t1 ) & `p , corresponding to at most
of order one entangled degree of freedom per Planckian-sized region. To see this, consider a black hole with radius
of order the Planck scale. It is widely believed that a black hole provides the densest packing of information into a
region of a given size, and is also maximally entangled with the remainder of the universe it resides in. A system that
is maximally entangled with its purifying region has S = ne ln 2, as previously discussed. Moreover, the entropy of the
black hole is given by the Bekenstein-Hawking formula [39], S = A/(4`2p ), which the Gibbons-Hawking formula closely
parallels. This suggests that the number of entangled degrees of freedom inside a Planck-sized black hole is also of
order unity. Taking a region of space to have a number of entangled degrees of freedom less than or equal to that of
a black hole of comparable size, we conclude that the number of entangled degrees of freedom in a Planckian-sized
region C obeys
ne (C) . 1 .

(10)

Indeed, it has been suggested that the black hole bound, at least for entanglement entropy, is saturated in de Sitter
space [41].
We will take (10) to be approximately saturated, corresponding to R(t1 ) ≈ `p , which leads to the loosest bound
on the total duration of inflation: the quantum circuit picture then becomes valid once R(C H ) & `p . (We have not
excluded the possibility that R(t1 )  `p , in which case our description becomes valid only when R(C H )  `p , but
this would lead to a tighter bound on the duration of inflation.) We thus find that
N (t1 , t0 ) . − ln(H0 `p ) ≈ 140.

(11)

Our argument for this result has been fairly general; in the Appendix we discuss more specific assumptions about
de Sitter entanglement that lead to tighter bounds.
Note that (11) bounds the total amount of inflationary and non-inflationary expansion between the time t1 , defined
by the property that our comoving volume contains a single e-bit at t = t1 , and the present time t0 , with ne (t0 ) ∼ 10122 .
It does not directly limit expansion occurring before t1 or after t0 , but as we discuss further below, our logic does
lead to suggestive statements about these times.
Our bound on the total number of e-folds of expansion can be converted into one on the number of e-folds of
inflation using standard cosmology. If reheating to a temperature TRH is approximated as instantaneous, and occurs
at a time tRH , the number of e-folds since reheating is
Npost = ln

a(t0 )
.
a(tRH )

(12)

The scale factor is related to the temperature and the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom g∗S via
−1/3
a ∝ g∗S T −1 . In the Standard Model, g∗S is of order 3 today, and of order 100 above the electroweak scale. We
therefore have
 T 
RH
Npost ≈ ln 3.2
(13)
T0
= 65 + ln(TRH /1015 GeV) .
(14)
6

This expression only depends on the current CMB temperature, T0 = 2.25 × 10−4 eV, and the expected entropy
production in the Standard Model; it is independent of the equation of state of the universe since inflation. If inflation
ends near the GUT scale, TRH ∼ 1015 GeV, our limit (11) implies that the total number of effective inflationary
e-folds is bounded by
NI = Ntot − Npost . 75 .

(15)

Lower reheating temperatures lead to weaker bounds on NI , e.g. for TRH ∼ 105 GeV we have NI . 98.
In a model with a given reheating temperature TRH , solving the horizon problem requires
NI ≥ Npost ,

(16)

i.e. Ntot ≥ 2Npost . Thus, according to our bound (11), the number of inflationary e-folds since the time t1 can exceed
the number needed to solve the horizon problem by at most
Nextra = 10 − 2 ln(TRH /1015 GeV) .

(17)

The bound (11) is therefore compatible with solving the horizon problem via inflation occurring after the time t1 , but
does not allow for much “unnecessary” inflation after t1 .

DETAILS OF THE QUANTUM CIRCUIT

A few features of our proposed quantum circuit deserve additional explanation. First of all, in our setup the initial
state contains no entanglement. This is a highly non-generic situation, but is perfectly compatible with the empirical
fact that our universe began in a state of very low entropy [49] – the von Neumann entropy of any subregion described
by the initial state of the circuit will vanish. We do not attempt here to provide an explanation for this well-known
cosmological fine-tuning, merely to model it.
Second, the circuit in Fig. 1 is constructed to describe our comoving region C H (t), but causal influences have
entered C H (t) at various times in cosmic history. Such influences should be represented by the action of gates that
entangle the qubits shown in Fig. 1 with qubits describing different degrees of freedom elsewhere: for example, an
atom outside C H might emit a photon that we detect. A more rigorously complete quantum circuit representing
cosmological evolution would include gates describing such processes, which we are neglecting here. As discussed
above, the entry of a a photon into our region does not change the dimensionality of our Hilbert space, though it does
change the quantum state of our region.
What matters for our analysis is that the spacetime structure of our comoving region comes into being (interpreted
semiclassically as “the universe expands”) by entangling existing degrees of freedom within our Hilbert space, rather
than by attaching additional degrees of freedom from outside. This is our answer to the questions posed in the
introduction about the appearance of new modes as the universe expands. For cosmological evolution described by
a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, the total number of degrees of freedom is always fixed. In essence, the quantum
circuit picture presents a natural framework for the newly “created” modes to become entangled with the rest when
they are no longer trans-Planckian, by modeling the process as ancillary qubits becoming entangled as time evolves.
The circuit picture provides a concrete, operational sense in which the condition that there should be at least one
entangled degree of freedom can be made precise. Namely, no information about the spacetime is imparted by gates
acting on qubits in our comoving region at times t < t1 . All entanglement that sources such information must be
injected by unitaries that appear later in the circuit, i.e. at a time after the “beginning” of the universe.
We can ask how the quantum circuit picture applies to the future evolution of the universe. One the one hand, it is
conceivable that we live in a universe near a late time de Sitter vacuum in which almost all of the n = S/ ln 2 degrees
of freedom in the entire Hilbert space of our region are entangled, and all further time evolution simply increases the
circuit complexity. It may then be possible to adopt the complexity picture where time evolution is directly defined
by the growth of complexity [50].
On the other hand, it is also plausible that the current de Sitter phase is metastable, and can decay into a vacuum
with a smaller (positive) cosmological constant, and so a larger entropy S 0 > S. We will not give a quantum circuit
description of the associated tunneling process in this work. However, we remark that (S 0 − S)/ ln 2 additional ancilla
qubits are required, and the gates that entangle them with the degrees of freedom of the false vacuum are different
from those that describe exponential expansion within the false vacuum.
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DISCUSSION

We have proposed a quantum circuit picture for cosmological expansion. Our fundamental assumption was that
expansion corresponds to the progressive entanglement of degrees of freedom that were initially unentangled. Time
evolution corresponds to the application of quantum gates that create entanglement, and the amount of cosmic time
elapsed since the unentangled initial state is determined by the circuit complexity. We posited that the total number
of degrees of freedom in our Hubble volume is a finite number related to the area of the de Sitter horizon, and that
the number of entangled degrees of freedom in a region with a geometric description can never be less than one.
This picture differs markedly from the conventional intuition based on quantum field theory in curved spacetime. In
that context, the number of degrees of freedom (and hence the dimensionality of Hilbert space) is potentially infinite.
In an effective description with a Planck-scale cutoff, new degrees of freedom are continually appearing as they expand
from sub-Planckian to safely super-Planckian wavelengths. Our picture seems more compatible with the principles of
unitary evolution (new degrees of freedom are never created) and holography (the total number of degrees of freedom
is finite in a de Sitter universe).
In our approach, there is a general upper bound on the number of e-folds of cosmological expansion since the time
t1 when there was a single pair of entangled degrees of freedom in the comoving region that now coincides with our
Hubble volume. The number of inflationary e-folds consistent with this bound is comfortably, but not parametrically,
larger than what is needed to solve the horizon problem.
Our bound limits the total number of e-folds of expansion within our comoving patch, but our ignorance about the
underlying theory of quantum gravity allows for potentially different global scenarios. If we take seriously the de Sitter
entropy as telling us the dimensionality of the Hilbert space corresponding to our observable patch of spacetime, there
are two possibilities. One is that this Hilbert space represents the entire universe; there is no larger multiverse
described by additional degrees of freedom, and only the degrees of freedom in the bulk and on the boundary of
de Sitter exist [51–54]. In that case our bound is a straightforward limit on the total amount of expansion space can
undergo before reaching its de Sitter equilibrium state.
The other possibility is that our observable patch represents only part of the universe, and its Hilbert space is just
one part of a larger Hilbert space. In that case, the classical universe is much larger than what we observe. It follows
that there could be many more e-folds of total expansion than what our bound indicates. However, even in that
case our bound applies to the number of physically meaningful e-folds of expansion of our own space. Any additional
expansion occurring before t1 did not involve any of the degrees of freedom that currently constitute the spacetime
geometry in our observable universe: at that early stage our degrees of freedom were completely unentangled, and the
space that was then expanding now corresponds to regions outside our comoving volume. In this sense, our bound
applies to the universe we see, even if the full theory describes additional degrees of freedom as well.
Our upper bound on inflationary e-folds is similar to a bound derived by Banks and Fischler [24]; see also [25, 26, 28].
Like ours, their bound comes from assuming that physics in a de Sitter patch is described by a finite-dimensional
Hilbert space. Unlike us, they require that the quantum state be pure rather than mixed and that the de Sitter phase
be absolutely stable, and their early-time constraint comes from insisting that physics be described by an effective
quantum field theory, rather than insisting that the entangled spacetime structure contain at least one qubit. Our
bounds are also numerically different, both because we do not invoke any assumptions about the equation of state
at early times, and because we find a different scaling of the entropy with the number of e-folds. The bound due to
Kaloper, Kleban, and Sorbo [25] is based on what an observer in de Sitter can conceivably measure, rather than on
unitary quantum evolution by itself. That of Phillips, Scacco, and Albrecht [28] is derived within the framework of
a de Sitter equilibrium picture [55], which again involves a slightly different set of fundamental assumptions. The
spirit behind these various bounds is certainly similar; we believe that the one presented here is based on a simple
set of explicit assumptions, and is unique in making direct reference to ancilla degrees of freedom gradually becoming
entangled as space expands, but our logic is not incompatible with that of previous bounds.
There is also related work by Arkani-Hamed et al., which proceeds from weaker assumptions than those we have
invoked, and finds bounds exponentially weaker than our own [27]. Their analysis is different: they rely on the slow
increase of entropy during slow-roll inflation, which follows from the gradual reduction of the energy density during
that phase. They then obtain a bound involving the de Sitter entropy at the end of non-eternal inflation, which we
early
may denote SdS
. Their logic is to place an upper bound on the number of modes detectable by a hypothetical
future observer in a late-time phase with negligible cosmological constant, e.g. Minkowski space. We have instead
considered an observer in a cosmology that has entered, or is entering, a late-time de Sitter phase (possibly but not
late
necessarily metastable) with finite cosmological constant Λ > 0, and finite de Sitter entropy SdS
. Notice that our
8

analysis allows Ntot → ∞ in the limit Λ → 0. The bound of [27] (see also [56]) is
Ntot ≤

1 early
S
,
12 dS

(18)

while ours is

late
Ntot ≤ ln SdS
/π .

(19)

Thus, our bound is compatible with, but quite different from, that of [27].
In closing, let us point out some possible applications of our picture. One advantage of describing time evolution
through a quantum circuit is that one can in principle reverse the computation. As the quantum circuit we outlined
in this work is a unitary circuit, one can imagine simply running it in reverse, with generic data about the quantum
state today, to gain intuition about what generic states in the early universe could have looked like. This could be
done either via Monte Carlo generation of the state of the current universe, or through some ansatz for the current
entanglement. (Our circuit is meant to describe the full quantum state of the universe, not only the branch of the
wave function we find ourselves on; details of the actual state are therefore unobservable to us.) This computation
would of course require knowledge of the specific gates in the circuit. Performing the evolution backward in time by
inverting each gate separately is in principle much simpler than inverting a generic unitary operator acting on the
Hilbert space.
We stress that although the spacetime picture breaks down when the number of entangled qubits is not large, the
circuit as a unitary picture does not. By an appropriate modification of the quantum circuit presented here one could
aim to explore the initial state of inflationary perturbations, by characterizing how the degree of entanglement of the
state evolves as a function of time. More ambitiously, entanglement in a phase where ne (t) is not large (but ne (t) > 1)
might provide a model for the chaotic conditions at nearly-Planckian densities, and for the emergence of inflating
regions in this era. However, realizing these applications would require the development of a more detailed dictionary
between entanglement and (quasi) de Sitter spacetimes.
The assumptions leading to our proposal are not secure beyond reasonable doubt, although they do seem to follow
from plausible conjectures about holography and unitarity. Perhaps the most important lesson from this analysis is
that phenomena in quantum gravity can be very different from our semiclassical intuition, in ways that can have
important consequences for cosmology.
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APPENDIX

We arrived at the bound N (t1 , t0 ) ≤ 140 by means of relatively general assumptions. In this appendix we comment
on how specific models for the emergence of de Sitter space from entanglement could lead to more restrictive bounds.
These speculations are largely based on [20].
Two persistent difficulties in understanding de Sitter space from entanglement are the absence of a spatial boundary
and the presence of de Sitter entropy. This entropy, and hence the number of entangled degrees of freedom (since
de Sitter is supposed to be an equilibrium state), scales as the horizon area, whereas local bulk quantities naively scale
as volumes. It therefore appears that one cannot assign quantum degrees of freedom locally to each subregion in de
Sitter space, as many of these degrees of freedom would have to be shared non-locally to account for the sub-extensive
scaling.
On the other hand, in order to be consistent with the picture presented in [15–17, 20], the entanglement entropy
will also need to satisfy an approximate area law for local regions in order for Einstein gravity to emerge. This
9

constrains the kind of structure we are allowed to consider in order to build up de Sitter space. For small regions, the
entanglement has to be predominantly short-ranged, and satisfy an area law. However, on longer scales comparable to
the Hubble radius, the dominant entanglement will be long-ranged, so that some of the quantum degrees of freedom
that encode the geometry of such regions are shared non-locally. This picture of entanglement is similar to that
presented in [57].
To start, we assume that the state from which de Sitter emerges allows us to define subregions of the emergent
geometry. Consider a subregion A of linear size R in a Hubble patch of a de Sitter phase with Hubble constant H.
We assume that the number ne (A) of quantum degrees of freedom that encode the geometric information of A is
well-defined (even if one cannot necessarily localize all ne (A) degrees of freedom to the subregion), and that
ne (A) ≈ fR (x)ne (dS) .

(20)

Here we have some function 0 ≤ fR (x) ≤ 1, where 0 ≤ (x = RH) ≤ 1 parametrizes the dimensionless ratio between
the size of the subregion and that of the Hubble patch. The R-dependent functional form captures the transition of
the scaling behaviour for the number of quantum degrees of freedom, which changes from volume law scaling to area
law scaling when considering larger and larger regions. Correspondingly, the dominant form of entanglement in these
regions transitions from short-ranged to long-ranged.
As such, it is reasonable to conjecture that
x3 ≤ fR (x) ≤ x2 ,

(21)

which captures the area-to-volume transition. Now we can derive a bound on the duration of inflation. Let x =
R(t1 )/R(tI ), where t1 marks the beginning of inflation, tI is any time during the inflationary phase, and t0 is the
present. Then we have
ne (t1 ) ≈ fR(t1 ) (x)

2
πR(t0 )2 e−2N (t1 ,t0 )
πR(tI )2
2 πR(tI )
≤
x
=
,
`2p ln(2)
`2p ln(2)
`2p ln 2

(22)

where we have used R(tI ) ∼ H(tI )−1 = H(t1 )−1 . Combining (22) and assumption (iv), we have
N (t1 , t0 ) ≤

1
πR(t0 )2
log 2
≈ 140.
2
`p ln(2)

(23)

However, if the form of fR (x) were known, e.g. from a model of a de Sitter tensor network, the transition function
could be explicitly evaluated. For instance, suppose we obtained fR (x) = xq(R) for some q(R) such that (21) is
satisfied. Then we could write
N (t1 , t0 ) ≤

π
q − 2 R(tI )
2 − q R(tI )
R(t0 ) 1
ln
≈ 140 −
ln
+ ln
+ ln
.
q
`p
`p
q ln 2
q
`p

(24)

which is sensitive to the inflationary scale and to the entanglement structure of de Sitter. Because R(tI ) ≥ `p by (iii)
and (iv), we see that for q(R) between 2 and 3, (24) yields a potentially tighter bound.
For instance, following the arguments in [57], let us assume a q = 3 relation. Then we find that
N (t1 , t0 ) ≈ − ln(H0 `p ) +

1
1  π 
ln(H(t1 )`p ) + ln
.
3
3
ln 2

(25)

Observational upper limits on primordial tensor modes [58] give an upper bound H(tCM B )`p ≤ 5 × 10−6 on the
Hubble scale at the time tCM B when the modes visible at large angular scales in the CMB exited the inflationary
horizon. Because t1 < tCM B in general, we cannot directly bound H(t1 ) from observations: the inflationary energy
could have diminished noticeably between t1 and tCM B . But if we could exclude a rapid decrease in energy over that
interval — perhaps through limits on the scale-dependence of the scalar and tensor power spectra — and so have
H(t1 ) ∼ H(tCM B ), the bound (25) would read
N (t1 , t0 ) . 140 +

1
ln(5 × 10−6 ) = 136 .
3

(26)

For inflation that ends near the GUT scale, TRH ∼ 1015 GeV, we would have NI . 71. Lower reheating temperatures
lead to weaker bounds on NI , e.g. for TRH ∼ 105 GeV we have NI . 98.
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